ABSTRACT. Ultrasonic interrogation of metal alloys has been demonstrated to be effective for monitoring fatigue-induced damage in a structural health monitoring (SHM) framework. Before such a method can be implemented, the probability of detection (POD) as a function of crack size must be quantified. POD curves are routinely generated for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods, typically by performing large numbers of measurements to capture the variability arising from variations in operators, probes, instruments and crack morphology. Such studies have not yet been carried out for many, if any, SHM methods, and thus identifying and quantifying relevant sources of variability have not generally been addressed. Considered here is monitoring of fastener holes for fatigue cracks, and POD curves are generated using essentially the same methods as are used for NDE but with differences in setting detection thresholds. Interpretation of the curves is discussed given that operator, sensor and instrumentation variability are no longer issues in the context of monitoring a specific structure.
INTRODUCTION
Probability of detection (POD) curves relating the size of a defect to the probability of detecting it are routinely created for applications in nondestructive evaluation (NDE). These POD curves quantify the variability associated with all aspects of an inspection procedure including the variability associated with flaws of a given size. The interpretation of POD curves in NDE is the likelihood of detecting a defect of a given size each time the inspection procedure is performed. For structural health monitoring (SHM) applications, the interpretation of POD curves is not readily apparent because there is no longer operator, sensor and instrumentation variability. Several authors have used POD curves in the analysis of SHM systems, but there are few discussions of how the differences in NDE and SHM imply different interpretations of POD [1, 2] .
There are several differences between NDE and SHM that change the interpretation of POD curves. An obvious difference is that whereas sensors, instrumentation and operators can change from inspection to inspection for NDE, there is no operator for SHM and sensors and instrumentation are fixed. Furthermore, for NDE, the sensors are moveable, resulting in even more opportunity for variability from inspection to inspection. For SHM, once sensors are mounted and instrumentation is installed, they remain fixed from measurement to measurement. There are potential sources of variability for SHM arising from in situ effects, and these include electronic noise, changing environmental conditions, coupling variations and sensor degradation. If these are minimized, then for a given defect present in a given structure, the SHM system will give essentially the same response for multiple measurements. But if a defect of the same size (e.g., depth) is present at a different location or has a different geometry (e.g., aspect ratio), then the response of the SHM system could be significantly different. Other sources of variation for SHM are those that arise from structureto-structure, and include differences in both structural geometry and sensor mounting.
A meaningful POD curve for SHM should incorporate variability from all sources mentioned above. If variations from in situ effects are small, the POD curve captures the variability of the SHM system to crack geometry variations, structural differences and sensor mounting inconsistencies. If in situ effects are not considered, SHM POD curves primarily describe the percentage of possible defects of a given size that will be detected by a specific SHM system, as opposed to variations of multiple measurements of the same defect.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The ultrasonic SHM method and experimental data are presented. The procedure for POD curve creation is explained, and POD curves are generated and discussed. Lastly, the summary and conclusions are given.
ULTRASONIC METHOD FOR FATIGUE CRACK MONITORING
The SHM system considered here monitors fatigue cracks originating from fastener holes using ultrasonic waveforms captured during fatiguing. Ultrasonic signals are analyzed to calculate an energy-based parameter related to the presence and degree of fatigue damage. The experimental approach and ultrasonic technique are briefly described in this section. Additional details may be found in [3, 4, 5] .
Experimental Approach
The specimens considered were 7075-T651 aluminum two-hole rectangular coupons of thickness 5.72 mm, length 304 mm and width 47 mm. The two 4.82 mm diameter holes are in the center of the sample and are spaced 22.1 mm apart. The two holes act as stress risers for crack formation, and are assumed to be far enough away from each other and the specimen edges that each can be considered independently for crack growth and ultrasonic monitoring. The samples were fatigued by repeating a purely tension fatigue spectrum of 2640 cycles, with the fatigue process being interrupted periodically for ultrasonic measurements. Specimens with both through-holes and counterbore-countersink holes were used for the data shown here.
The setup for ultrasonically monitoring the sample was to permanently attach a pair of 10 MHz, 70
• shear wave transducers in a through-transmission configuration on opposite sides of a hole with the direction of propagation perpendicular to the direction of crack growth. This transducer configuration maximizes the effect of the crack on the received ultrasonic signal. A sketch of three specific transducer mounting configurations and their associated beam paths are shown in Figure 1 . The configuration of Figure 1 (a) was initially used so that a clamp-on transducer mounting fixture could be employed. The configuration of Figure 1 (b) was used with glued-on transducers. For these two configurations, there is sufficient beam spread such that arrivals from two V-paths (i.e., skips) are evident in the received signals. Transducers are not centered with respect to the hole for the configuration of Figure 1 (c), which was also used with glued-on transducers, but the center of the beam passes through the center of the hole. 
Waveform Analysis
The ultrasonic waveform feature used for data analysis is a ratio of signal energies from samples under tensile loading to their unloaded counterparts normalized by the ratio from the undamaged specimen [3, 4] . It is thus a measure of the ultrasonic response to load, primarily caused by cracks opening. The energy in a specified time window for a given ultrasonic measurement and load level is calculated. An energy ratio is then formed between a reference load, which is 164 MPa for the work reported here, and no load, and is normalized by the ratio from the undamaged condition. This normalized energy ratio can then be examined as a function of fatigue cycles, and the indication of cracking is a drop in the ratio response. An example energy ratio curve is shown in Figure 2 . Small variations caused by in situ effects are evident during the flat portion of the curve prior to about 35,000 cycles. The point of detection is after the curve begins to drop as cracks originate and grow. 
Measurements
A series of fatigue tests were performed over several years using the procedure described in the prior sections. Table 1 summaries the hole type, transducer mounting configuration, and results for 37 individual holes for which cracks were detected. The hole type is designated as either "Through" or "CB/CS" for through holes and counterbore-countersink holes, respectively. The transducer mounting is designated as A, B or C, which corresponds to the configurations shown in Figures 1(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The results consist of the final energy ratio, the measured maximum crack depth from both sides of the fastener hole, and the total crack area from both sides of the hole. The crack sizes were determined by fracturing the specimens after the final ultrasonic measurement, photographing the crack surfaces, and measuring the crack dimensions from the high-resolution photographs. 
POD CURVE GENERATION
POD curves are calculated from the relationship between the crack size, a, and the SHM system response,â. Here the crack size a could be either the maximum depth or the total area. The system response,â, is taken to be one minus the energy ratio (â = 1−ER) so that increasing crack sizes correspond to increasing values ofâ. The recommended approach to calculate POD curves is to find a functional relationship, preferably linear, betweenâ and a such that the residuals are normally distributed with a constant variance [6] , i.e.,
where ν is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 ν . Figure 3 shows loglog plots of the data of Table 1 , and a visual examination of the data indicates that a linear relationship is reasonable for both area and depth. The point corresponding to the largest crack was excluded, and linear fits were obtained in terms of both area and depth in the following form: log 10 (â) = c 0 + c 1 log 10 (a) + ν.
The linear fits are also shown in Figure 3 . The standard deviations σ ν for both depth and area are estimated from the residuals of the linear fits. POD curves can then be generated for both area and depth by following the procedure documented for NDE as outlined in [6] . For a given crack size of a 0 , the expected response log 10 (â) is a random variable that obeys a normal distribution with mean equal to c 0 + c 1 log 10 (a 0 ) and standard deviation σ ν . If the detection threshold isâ thr , then the probability of detection POD(a 0 ) can be readily computed from the standard normal cumulative distribution function, Φ(x),
where
The POD is 50% at the value of a where the horizontal threshold line intersects the linear fit. The remaining point of discussion is determining the detection threshold,â thr . For NDE, this value would typically be determined from noise measurements where no flaws are present, and would be set above the background noise floor resulting from both electronic noise and coherent ultrasonic noise. Since ultrasonic measurements are typically independent (i.e., multiple inspections are from different parts or different locations on the same part), it is not possible to monitor the noise floor from undamaged parts aside from known calibration specimens.
For SHM, however, a sequence of measurements will presumably be available from the undamaged structure before damage occurs. In the ideal case, the responses should be constant, but it is more likely that the sequence of measurements will have some variations. As previously discussed, these variations are caused by in situ effects such as electronic noise, environmental conditions, coupling variations, and sensor degradation. The variance in signal response (i.e., σ 2 a ) as a function of time from the undamaged structure can be used to adaptively set the detection threshold for the monitoring system. The approach taken here is to set the signal threshold for detection,â thr , to a drop in energy ratio of three times σâ,
which is similar to the approach taken in [5] .
Referring to the example energy ratio curve shown in Figure 2 , the undamaged energy ratio response is given by the curve prior to approximately 35,000 cycles. Similar data from 16 separate holes, as recorded prior to evidence of cracking, were analyzed to estimate σâ. The maximum value of σâ from these 16 holes was 0.016, which is 1.6% of the nominal energy ratio of unity. To assess the effect of noise on the POD curves, this and three other values of σâ were considered, namely 0.01, 0.016, 0.025 and 0.04. These four noise standard deviations correspond to energy ratio detection thresholds of 0.970, 0.952, 0.925 and 0.880, respectively.
POD RESULTS
POD curves for both area and depth were generated using the approach described in the previous section for the four detection thresholds considered. The resulting POD curves are shown in Figure 4 . The effect of increasing noise is a shift in the POD curves to the right, corresponding to a larger defect size for the same probability of detection. For the depthbased results and with the detection threshold set from the noise measurements (σ = 0.0160 and threshold = 0.952), the POD curve indicates a 90% chance to detect a crack with a depth of approximately 0.3 mm. This result is consistent with the data of Table 1 , which includes six detected cracks smaller than 0.3 mm in depth. The interpretation of this value, however, is different from the NDE interpretation. For NDE, the implication is that for an arbitrary 0.3 mm defect, there would be a 90% chance of detection for each inspection. Since most of the variability captured by the SHM POD curve is related to the crack geometry (at least for the application presented here), this 90% value indicates that the SHM system will detect approximately 90% of all possible defects with a maximum depth of 0.3 mm.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents data from a case study where POD curves were calculated for an SHM application using essentially the same measurement-based methodology as is typical for NDE. Unlike NDE, an SHM system provides the opportunity to adaptively set the detection threshold based upon the measured noise level early in the life of a structure when it is known to be undamaged. While this capability will not help to discriminate damage from, for example, a degradation in sensor performance that occurs later in the life of the structure, it will enable the detection threshold to be set as per the nominal in situ monitoring conditions. Factors influencing these conditions include test-to-test variations in sensors, coupling, sensor mounting, environmental conditions, and the structural geometry. The POD curve can then be updated as per the current detection threshold to reflect either enhanced or degraded detection performance based upon the actual noise environment.
The interpretation of the POD curves was discussed, with differences between NDE and SHM resulting from the different sources of variability. For NDE, there are many more sources of variability as compared to SHM that affect the outcomes of multiple inspections of the same defect. Thus, for NDE, the POD curve may be thought of as the chance of detecting a defect of a given size for each inspection of that defect. In contrast, for SHM, the POD curve may be interpreted as the percent of all possible defects of a given size that would be detected using the SHM method on a specific structure. If the SHM system has a very low in situ noise level, multiple measurements of the same defect will yield the same result and the distinction from NDE is clear; it is less clear in a noisy SHM environment where multiple measurements of the same defect may yield quite different results.
SHM POD results were shown here for a single case study, but no minimum detection experiments were performed to verify the results. It is expected that verification of POD will be a major issue in terms of quantifying performance of SHM systems prior to implementation because of the difficulties in obtaining sufficient measurement data from realistic defects and under representative operating conditions.
